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News for HTR Subscribers 
Orleans Tournament – A Banner Weekend for HTR 

 

The 2002 spring edition of the Orleans Handicapping Challenge attracted more than 660 entrants including a 
dozen HTR members.  Our results with the software were outstanding overall – including three of us that 
finished in the top five and reaching the difficult 10,000 point goal that all players in this contest strive for.  
Six other HTR members received good prize money finishing in the top 50. 
 
This was an unusually high scoring tournament with lots of longshots winning on all three days.  There were 
13 players finishing with 9,000 or more points – an unheard of result.  Normally just a single player wins the 
contest by scoring about 10,000 points over the three days.  In the past, a final total of 9,000 points would 
have garnered a top five placing and a five-figure check.  But not this year, it took more than 9,300 points just 
to make the top 10.  Those that finished with 9,000 points or more were all just a single winner away from 
gaining the top prize – so the outcome was in doubt until the very last race.  
 
The Orleans contest spans three days and uses a win-bet-only format.  Each entrant receives 12 plays to wager 
on each of the 3 days.  Only the major tracks are available, but the player can choose any race at those tracks.  
There are no mandatory races to bet.  Each contest wager is a $100 mythical bet.  The payoffs are also capped 
at 20/1 for 80% of the contest wager.  This means that if you hit a 50/1 shot, you do receive the full payoff 
points for 20% of the wager, but 80% of it is paid out at just 20/1.  This prevents someone from winning the 
whole thing on the last day with a wild stab at a 99/1 shot. 
 
The rules and format at the Orleans have been honed over time by Coast Resorts to maximize the skill and 
strategy level necessary to prevail.  Nevertheless, timing, gut feeling and just plain lucky breaks are essential 
ingredients to getting the big prize.  Yet recently, many of the top prize winners at large tournaments have 
been HTR users, so there must be something more to the output than luck that gives us the edge.  Later in this 
article we will discuss this in depth – and have a complete synopsis of tournament action from John Buckley 
(3rd place, $27,000) and how he used the HTR readouts to find his winners.   
 
Next is a list of the top point totals and HTR members placing  
 
Pos         Name (home)/HTR     HTR User    Points              @Prize 
 

1           Herman Gordon (NV)              10,870             $100,000 
2           Steve Mikkelson (NV)   *        10,840             $ 50,000 
3           John Buckley (CA)      *        10,370             $ 30,000 
4           Joe Hinson (TN)                 10,064             $ 15,000 
5           Ken Massa (CA)         *        10,060             $ 10,000 
 
13          Doug Craft (CA)        *         9,030             $  4,000 
 
20-50       Tommy Castillo (TX)    *        @8,000             $  3,000 
            Bernie Stroum (NV)     *        @7,500             $  2,000 
            John Buls (WA)         *        @7,500             $  2,000 
            Tom Walters (KY)       *        @7,500             $  2,000 
            Mike Mayo (TX)         *        @7,500             $  2,000 
 
Notes: prizes were paid thru 80th position.  A player finishing 50th-80th (from a field of 670) received about 
$1000.  Remember, the tournament fee was $500 and the rooms were $60/night – so finishing 50th is barely 
enough to take care of expenses.  Tournaments are an expensive proposition for the frequent players – it 
becomes necessary to make the top 20 consistently just to get a stake for the next party.  And there is always 
another one tempting the regulars within a few weeks of the last.  Question: are tournaments really a superior 
profit incentive for top handicappers vs. playing the horses with money bets?  Maybe we can provide some 
insight to that herein.   
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John Buckley’s Tournament Synopsis 
 

John Buckley (Novato, CA) may have already had the luckiest day in his life.  That was when he married wife 
Barbara.  She is every male horseplayer’s dream girl.  Not only is Barb an accomplished handicapper, who 
knows how to dig out longshots with HTR, she is also an excellent tournament player in her own right.  At a 
Reno event awhile ago, she whipped the likes of Tommy Castillo, myself, and her husband to finish a close 
fourth.   
 
John had his work cut out for him at the Orleans Challenge – he would have to outscore his lovely wife and a 
dozen of the most seasoned and determined HTR players.  Not to mention 500 other good handicappers.  And 
it is no secret that when we meet up with the Buckley’s at tournaments, all the guys are openly rooting for 
Barbara to beat him!   
 
Several years ago, John cashed in his successful towing business and decided to give it a go as a full time 
handicapper.  I can tell you from experience - that is one heck of a dubious transition in life – going from a 
steady paycheck to living by your wits as horseplayer.  The road was rocky during the first two years of his 
new ‘career’ and I remember many discussions with him with doubt creeping in as to whether he could 
continue.  It wasn’t that he was losing gobs of money - John is a patient and conservative bettor – but 
consistent positive cash flow was not happening.   
 
Playing the horses for long periods without a having a major score or two can become a depressing grind.  But 
persistence is John Buckley’s middle name.  This year we worked on a custom output similar to the TLC 
screen and he seemed more confident than ever that he was finally in the “zone” as a handicapper.  His results 
prior to the Orleans tournament had been steady and profitable and his outlook was good for a strong showing 
in Las Vegas against the best in the business.  Below is his blow-by-blow summary of the winners he picked 
in the tournament - in which he finished just a breathe away from scoring a $100k.   
 

The summary below is edited from John’s personal notes and we thank him for sharing his insights. 
 

Day One - Thursday April 4 
I use PL (1) to generate my numbers in HTR.  Always start by looking at top-2 Ev (Fr1) and top-2 Esp (Impact 
Early Speed rating) in the race.  Also check the Quirin pace and speed numbers in DOS HTR along with the 
Pscan.  Then I focus acutely on trainer intent, jock switches, claims, equip changes, distance and class 
changes, and try to gather every detail of the horse’s most recent start – including the trip note to sense 
possible improvement or decline.  Minimum odds 9/1. 
 
OP  Race6   3up male C15  8.0f dirt   #8 Adams Apple 
Ev = 2; Pscan = 3; low pct trainer, jockey switch, stepping up from C10 to C15 after “lost rider” in last race.  
The computer selected his second line back.  ML = 10/1.  Paid $62.20.  2302 points. 
 
OP   Race 10  3uF C10  8.5f dirt    #7 Foolish Fire 
Ev = 1;  Esp = 1;  only “E” running style in race;  jockey switch  ML 10/1 paid $48.60  2166 points;  
4468 total points 
 
BM  Race 8  3yr M08   8.0f dirt   #3  Sports Book 
2nd start lifetime;  blinkers On;  good works;  jockey switch;  stretching out and class drop.  Bet down late and 
paid $14.20   710 points; 5178 total points after day 1. 
 
 
Editors Note:  this was an outstanding day for JB – and often enough points to take the daily prize.  But 6 other HTR 
players had equaled or exceeded his total.  All cashed at least a $500 daily prize.  The OP-10 race was a no-brainer 
classic Fr1 longshot play that was hit by everyone using any screen or version of HTR that day.  Check it out for yourself 
–there is no ambiguity with that winner. 
 

continued on page 4 
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John Buckley’s Orleans Tournament Summary - continued 
 

 

Day Two - Friday April 5 
 
SA  Race 5   3yr male C32  8.0f Dirt     #3  Game Well Planned 
Best early pace figure; claimed at GG for 16k and ships to SA for C32 by NoCal trainer.  I guessed that the 
trainer didn’t ship to SA for the scenery!  ML 8/1 paid $34.40 to win.  1720 pts;  Total = 6898 
 
Day Three - Friday April 6 
 
BM  Race 3   3yr male C16  6.0f Dirt     #3  Woodfield 
Ev = 1; Esp = 1; Jockey Switch; Class Drop; M/L 8/1 and paid $41.60 to win.  2080 pts;  Total = 8,978 
 
SA  Race 10   9.0f Turf   Gr2 Stakes   #6 Sienne 
Ev = 1; Esp = 1; jockey switch; surface switch; class drop; M/L 10/1 paid $27.60 to win  1380 pts 
 
Tournament Total = 10,358 points    
 
That was a clutch late score by JB in the 10th race at Santa Anita, without it, he would have finished about 
15th and won just $3000.  As it stood, he was 500 points behind the top 2.   
 
Tournament Summary for John Buckley 
 

Points = 10,358 
Plays = 36 
Wins = 6 
WinP = 16.7% 
Avg Mutuel = $38 
High Mutuel = $62 
ROI = 3.10 
 
Had John bet a real $100 on each of his selections to win at the track, his net profit for the 36 bets would have 
been about $7,000.  His tournament prizes totaled about $27,000.  This illustrates the power of tournament 
action over straight betting. 
 
Tournament Summary for Ken Massa 
 

Points = 10,060 
Plays = 36 
Wins = 9 
WinP = 25% 
Avg Mutuel = $23 
High Mutuel = $62 
ROI = 2.90 
 
My strategy is to sleep-in and then show up late in the day and hope all the favorites won while I was 
snoozing!  I am amazed at the number of players that are busted before the West Coast tracks are underway.  
It does not pay to be impetuous in a tournament.  Patience is critical and waiting for the right price before 
taking a shot.  Unlike many players, I am willing to bet horses in the 5/1 – 8/1 range if confident, particularly at 
CA tracks.  7 of my 9 winners were BM or SA horses.  The other two winners were from OP.  I had decided to 
pass AQU, PIM and SPT from the start and focus on the tracks with dry, sunny weather and good Fr1 (Ev) 
payoffs recently.  Normally SA and BM are not tournament friendly tracks, but this time was an exception and 
there were many longshot winners from both.   
 
It was quite a show-off weekend for HTR and the results are undeniable using the output to find longshots.  
And it was a heck of a fun time too.  My hope is that our results will encourage more HTR users to participate 
in tournaments and realize the profit potential exceeds real betting in many cases.    
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Researching with HTR       

New HTR2001 Testing Module vs. Exported Data & Access db Queries 
 

A discussion of research options is an important topic to every high-tech handicapper these days.  As 
technology expands and resources (such as raw horse data) become cheaper and easier to acquire, we need to 
know where we stand in terms of our ability to stay ahead of the competition and still find some value in the 
mutuel pools.   
 

Let’s begin by comparing the two methods of research that are available to HTR subscribers:  using exported 
data with a db application such as Access and the direct-testing module as found in HTR2001. 
 

I’ll rate various items below on a scale of 1 to 10 with “1” being very unfavorable and “10” being very 
favorable.  I’ll discuss the categories after you peruse the chart. 
 
Item             Database Manipulation     HTR2001 Tester (current ver) 
 
Ease of use                3                     9 
 

Race Filtering            10                     7 
 

Data Query Range          10                     4 
 

Parameter Setting          7                     1 
 

Data Source Potential      5                    10 
 

Storage                   10                     5 
 

Time Involved              3                     8 
 
Ease of use 
The drawback of using exported data from HTR to run queries in MS Access (or other db apps) is the 
formidable learning curve.  Acquiring useful skills with a database (db) application can be long and frus-
trating.  Many HTR subscribers give up quickly and majority never try at all.  Can’t blame them, db utili-
zation beyond the beginner level takes time and effort that most people just don’t have.  (We are again 
offering a free half-day HTR+Access seminar and hands-on workshop courtesy of computer professional Don 
Nadermann on July 13 at the Stardust – see page 12 for more details).   
 

On the other hand, the new HTR2001 tester is almost instantly usable to anyone, regardless of knowledge 
level.  It may take a minute to figure out how the various checkboxes relate or what the report means, but 
there is no difficulty in getting started immediately.  Finding out some profitable information may take just a 
few seconds for the first time user.  
 
Race Filtering 
Database programs such as MS Access can filter 100% of the available race characteristics.   “5.5f on wet dirt 
for 3yr fillies…” can be manipulated with some db programming experience.  The new HTR2001 tester 
allows general category breakdown and that is often all that is necessary.  Defining race parameters too 
narrowly will result in sample size depletion.  Because of its simplicity in filtering race categories such as 
distance/surface and class/age/sex with checkboxes, the HTR2001 tester can do some serious race filters in 
rapid succession whereas the db user must re-enter new parameters for every test.   
 
Data Query Range – Parameter Setting 
Here we are talking about the specific data items, such as Ev, C90, trainer rankings, velocity f/p/s, etc.  
Access and other db users have a potent advantage here that just cannot be programmed into a simple testing 
device.  Those with good db programming skills can find an unlimited source of spot plays.  Example:  An 
Access user could query  “horse is #1 ranked Fr1 (Ev), top 3 in K-ranking, has a trainer with at least a 300 
rating and has a layoff less than 24 days”.  The ability to set and test specific multiple parameters is the key 
weapon that good db programmers have in their arsenal.  
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Researching with HTR…continued 
 

Data Source 
This refers to the amount of available data that the user can get at.  One real problem with exported data is 
that the source is limited.  While I try to stuff as much good material into the exported files as possible, there 
is only so much that can be output without causing overload for both programmer and users.     
 

The new HTR2001 test device does not use database style extraction.  The tester is a completely different 
concept and runs by accessing the files directly.  Our racefiles are in binary format – machine level bits and 
bytes – and can be opened and processed with lightening speed in modern computers.  This allows 100% of 
the available data to be potentially extracted and tested from the file without compromising the proprietary 
file contents themselves.  For example, we currently have an export item for testing horses that were the 
betting favorite in their last outing.  Using that information we can query such notions as ‘beaten favorite last 
out – returns in 30 days’.  However, we cannot test the entire record of a horse as the favorite from his past-
performance lines and query multiple instances of ‘beaten favorite’.  That would require a massive database to 
include every past-performance line.  Yet, the HTR2001 tester could easily handle such a query with its direct 
access to all the data in every file. 
 
Storage  
The beauty of a database application such as Access is that it stores the information in separate db files that no 
longer require the source information.  Once new information is imported from the source data, the database 
file will append it and the source can be deleted.   
 

The HTR2001 tester requires that you have the unzipped racefiles (w/ results) available to test in a local 
directory (folder).  As computer hard drives have grown past 30gb storage, capacity is not a problem – but too 
many files in the same folder will slow down the software.  A better idea is to separate by track or circuit.  For 
example, I have a SAR01 (Saratoga 2001) folder on my computer with the entire SAR meet from last year.  
Rather than force the tester to sift through all non-Saratoga data when I want to test that track this summer, I 
simply change folders to SAR01 and can test SAR by itself in seconds.  HTR2001 allows you easily change 
directory location while in the program (click the manila folder picture button). 
 

Time Involvement 
To learn db programming and data manipulation, to export/import into the database properly, to program a 
query or spot play – requires patience and some time consuming personal learning.  If you have that time and 
patience available, your power is unlimited as a serious handicapper.  
 

As a programmer, a major part of my job is to take the user from A to Z as fast as possible.  In these days of 
mass simulcasting and busy lives, few of us have the time to learn complicated computer software and 
advanced query procedures.  We want our answers immediately and without strain.  For this reason I 
implemented the easy tester in HTR2001.  It does lack the depth and vast capability of using a db application, 
yet its simplicity gives most users a chance to do some solid research in a hurry. 
 

Staying Ahead of the Game 
Ten years ago we did all our research entirely by hand.  Our computer programs were manual input and it was 
overwhelming to work on more than a couple of tracks at once.  To perform data testing it was necessary to 
record race results and factors one by one on paper or into a spreadsheet.  Large scale mass testing was not 
feasible.  Despite drawbacks, there was definitely an edge gained with the hands on approach that increased 
awareness of the local horses, track bias and trainer movements.   
 

These days, it seems incredible to someone like me - who attended the races live for 15 years – that there are 
some very good high-tech handicappers out there that have never seen a horse race in person.  But then again, 
most of us own stocks and have never been to Wall Street or through the doors of the companies we own 
shares in.  Horse race betting is rapidly becoming that kind of an economic entity, where the quickest and 
brightest are going to get results through sheer number crunching skills alone.  But those who combine the 
high-tech skills with experience and knowledge of the physical and human aspects of the sport will always 
stay one step ahead.    
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Data Testing  
 

Inactivity Days – Days Since Last Workout or Race  
 

We usually think of a layoff as the amount of time since the last actual race.  Many exhaustive tests on ‘days 
away’ and layoff gaps conclude with mixed results.  While it is obvious that the greater time away has an 
impact on performance and lowers the win percentage, the horses with longer layoffs pay better when they do 
win.  Horses entered on grass seem to be immune from layoff staleness altogether.  Maybe there is another 
way to test activity gaps and that is to use both the workout days and the layoff days in tandem.  In other 
words, we simply find the number of days since the last ‘activity’, a workout or a layoff.  If the horse has been 
away 365 days, but worked 7 days ago, we list him with 7 days of inactivity.   
 
But there is a problem with workout reportage at many tracks.  I won’t get into the specifics on that except to 
say that at many locations the workout data is missing, inaccurate or concealed altogether.  At the major 
tracks in California and New York, workout listings are almost 100% correct in terms of actual occurrence.  
One might argue the accuracy of the clocking, but all we are concerned with here is knowledge that the 
workout occurred on a certain day.  The reportage situation is similar at other major tracks with heavy 
scrutiny such as CD, GP and MTH.  But at many minor plants, you will see horses with ridiculous gaps in 
their activity and you just know they haven’t been left in the barn that long without any exercise.  And the 
biggest insult is when a first time starter shows up with no works reported!  
 
So in an effort to gain as much accuracy as possible, I selected certain A and B class tracks for the test.  This 
will give us much more confidence in the data.  The tracks used in the test were AQU, BEL, SAR, DMR, SA, 
HOL, GG, BM, GP, CD, KEE, OP, MTH and WO. 
 
The chart below reveals what percentage of all horses are inactive in each category (%Horses) and then what 
the win rate is for that category among all races.  My test sample size was about 13,000 races with over 
105,000 horses involved.   
 
Race Inactivity Days (workout or race) All Race Types – Selected Tracks 
Inactive     %Horses—Accum%     %RaceWin—Accum%             
 

1-3 days       09%     09%          08%    10%                         
4-6            31%     40%          33%    43% 
7-9            22%     62%          23%    66% 
10-13          14%     76%          13%    79% 
14-16          10%     86%          10%    89% 
17-19          05%     91%          04%    93% 
20-23          05%     96%          04%    97% 
24-27          02%     98%          02%    99% 
28 or more     02%    100%          01%   100% 
 
Analysis 
While 93% of all winners have had a workout or race within the last 19 days, it is not a significant finding.  
This is because the chart also shows us that 91% of all horses entered to race have worked or raced within the 
last 19 days.  So they win at a rate only slightly higher than their population numbers.  ROI statistics were 
almost uniformly clustered at about 0.82 (expected with track takeout) – but there was one surprising 
exception: the “28 or more” category ended with an ROI of 0.97!  I have noticed the same phenomenon with 
‘days since raced’ statistics too.  The “180 days or more” layoff categories always have the highest ROI.  This 
reveals that the public is scared to death to bet on horses with long layoffs or inactivity gaps and that many of 
them can be value plays. 
 

Based on bare statistics, there isn’t much a performance impact based on activity time.  The concept is not 
useless though, it just needs to be placed in context with overall handicapping, trainer manipulation, fitness 
cycles, etc.   
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Data Testing  
 

The GL8 Consistency Rating from HTR2001 
 

Over the years, handicappers have sought out simple methods of quantifying a horse’s consistency.  Usually 
this is based on information from the moneybox.  The moneybox is the section in the Daily Racing Form for 
each horse that lists statistics on Starts _ Win-Place-Show _ Earnings from various categories.  One can easily 
figure the win% and general consistency from glancing at the records.  A horse that shown with a record of 1 
for 9 at GP doesn’t look good if the race is at Gulfstream today, but what do we make of him if he is 3 for 4 at 
today’s distance of 7-furlongs?  Another pertinent question is how long ago did those wins and losses take 
place and do they matter today if the horse is in an entirely new class bracket.  For me, the real problem with 
the moneybox is that it is based 100% on finish position in the race and gives no credit for a good try that did 
not necessarily finish in the top 3. 
 
In the DOS version of HTR I used the moneybox data to compute the Effort (EFF) rating based on 2-year or 
lifetime starts.  The only consideration was the 1-2-3 finish positions and the number of starts.  There are 
problems with that approach.  Suppose a front-running filly engages in a wicked speed duel and is all out until 
the top of the stretch and fades to finish 6th.  She gave it everything she had and fought tooth and nail to keep 
the lead.  Should we not credit this performance as “good”?  The effort will not show up in the moneybox 
except as one additional start with no earnings.  
 
I devised the GL8 in an attempt to remedy that situation.  The GL8 takes into account the horse’s eight most 
recent efforts and awards a “good effort” point if the horse did any of the following in the race  
 
• Was on the lead or within 1-length of the lead at the 2nd call (4f sprint, 6f route). 
• Was on the lead or within 2-lengths of the lead at the stretch call. 
• Won or finished within 3-lengths of the winner at the finish. 
 
The Quirin speed points (Qp) are a familiar item for most handicappers in HTR with the +8 to 0 scale, so I 
emulated it with the GL8 to make the values immediately understandable.  As with the Qp, a +8 with the GL8 
is the high score and means the horse has achieved 100% of the criteria and run hard every single outing in its 
last eight starts.  A zero (0) GL8 is almost difficult to achieve as it means the horse hasn’t been able to get 
close to the leader or winner in any one of its recent eight outings.  Horses with less than 8 lifetime starts 
receive a projected GL8 score based on their record to date.  
 
The first chart below is based on non-maiden data only.  Mixing in chronic maiden losers (often with good 
GL8 scores) with first time starters and lightly raced horses can skew the results of a consistency rating.  That 
is not to say the GL8 is worthless with maidens – it can be very valuable in finding longshots for the exacta 
and trifecta – yet it is not a good mixture with horses that have well-established form.  So we’ll test them 
separately.  The %’s shown are composite (rounded to fit a 100% total) but the ROI and Impact Value (I.V.) 
are exact.  Analysis follows on page 9. 
   
GL8 Performance – Non-Maidens – All Tracks and Circumstances – @30,000 races 
 

GL8     %Horses    %RaceWins     ROI      I.V. 
 

+8        2%          4%        0.86      2.07        
+7        6%          9%        0.85      1.63 
+6       12%         15%        0.82      1.31       
+5       14%         17%        0.79      1.20 
+4       19%         20%        0.80      1.03 
+3       18%         17%        0.77      0.92 
+2       16%         12%        0.75      0.74 
+1        9%          5%        0.73      0.58 
 0        3%          1%        0.62      0.37 
            

       (100%)      (100%) 
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Data Testing  
 

The GL8 Consistency Rating from HTR2001…….continued 
 
 

Analysis of Non-Maiden GL8 
To a statistician, the chart on page 8 is a beautiful thing to see.  The ROI and Impact Values correlate per-
fectly as the numbers go from high to low (strong to weak).  In other words, the stronger the rating – the 
stronger we see overall performance.  Those horses with +8, who have run “good” in all of their recent eight 
tries, win twice their share of races and have the highest ROI.  Those with 1 or 0 points win at rate that is half 
or less of their expected performance (I.V.) and have dismal ROI.   
 
The typical non-maiden entrant has earned about 3-5 points on the GL8 scale and they win a normal share of 
races (I.V. = 1.00) and payoff at about the expected rate (1.00 ROI).  So the rating is statistically valid, 
although it is not useful as a solo handicapping factor in most cases.  The story here is very much the same as 
with the Quirin speed points.  Alone, the Qp or GL8 scores are not profit makers, but they are excellent sight 
tools at helping to size up the race and the strength of the field. 
 
Maidens – Problems Inherit with Consistency Ratings 
The next chart runs the data for maidens.  Keeping in mind that in maiden races there are two fundamental 
problems with any consistency rating.  First, we have no horses that have won a race (except the rare case of a 
runner that finished first and was dq’d).  Second, maidens with high consistency ratings may be terrible win 
bets as they are ‘sucker’ runners that keep coming close yet ‘hang’ and lose every time.  “Sucker” horses have 
good-looking form cycle and competitive speed figures and may fare well on the GL8 scale – but they love to 
lose.  Lightly raced horses and first time starters are often the best bets in fields full of such chronic losers.  
 
I’m also not real comfortable with lumping cheap maiden claimers in with Msw races from major tracks 
either.  That is a poor mixture.  But any statistical study of a factor has to start somewhere – maybe we can 
learn something  
 
GL8 Performance – Maidens – All Tracks and Circumstances – @15,000 races 
 

GL8     %Horses    %RaceWins     ROI      I.V. 
 

+8       <1%         <1%        0.55      0.49        
+7        1%         <1%        0.77      0.61 
+6        5%          3%        0.82      0.72       
+5        2%          3%        0.88      1.56 
+4        6%         10%        0.84      1.71 
+3        8%         11%        0.83      1.39 
+2       13%         17%        0.82      1.28 
+1        9%          9%        0.80      0.97 
 0*      55%         46%        0.77      0.82 
            

       (100%)      (100%) 
 
Quite a mixed bag compared to the non-maiden statistics.  Not too many solid conclusions to draw here.  The 
zero (0) group includes first and second time starters and even 3rd and 4th time starters that had not run a 
“good” one yet, so they are the majority grouping by their sheer numbers in maiden events. 
 
The results with the +8, +7, +6 do seem to validate the “sucker” horse underlay theory.  The Impact Value is 
worth noting for maidens in the +5 to +2 range.  These are horses that have typically run one or two good 
ones mixed in with a few bad ones.  It may not serve us to use consistency ratings for predicting maiden wins 
because the horses just have not established themselves with a history of performance.   
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Data Testing 
 

HTR2001 Trainer Rating- Grass Routes 
 

The trainer rating found in HTR2001 is the same concept and almost identical to the Impact formula.  The 
ranking is not the same as the TRN ranking found in the DOS HTR version however.  The older TRN was 
based on win% only and included the trainer record with the jockey and horse.  The newer trainer method 
composes a power rating based on weighted w-p-s performance in a rotating 365-day cycle and includes the 
trainer/jockey data, but with a much more sophisticated adjustment based on total starts together. 
 
The HTR2001 trainer rating is comparable to baseball batting average.  Those with ratings in the 230-270 
range are average.  Trainers with ratings above 300 are entering more live horses.  And the rare trainer with a 
rating exceeding 400 is putting consistent quality starters out nearly every time.   
 
I have limited space left here to run data this month.  I wanted to show some proof that trainers with high 
ratings do well in categories where we might place a premium on training ability.  That would include layoff 
runners, first time starters, grass races, stakes/alw, 2yr olds and claims. 
 
We will revisit the trainer numbers in more depth next month – but let’s start by looking at the rating per-
formance in grass routes.  These races have higher purses, classier fields and demand more from the trainer 
than dirt race conditioning.  We would expect the highest rated trainers to excel in these events.     
 
HTR2001 Trainer Rating – Grass Routes – All Tracks and Class Levels 
 
Trn Rating    Plays     Wins     Win%     ROI    Longshots    HighM 
 

999-450       00335     0084     25%     0.94       008        $28  
449-400       00876     0195     22%     0.98       022        $87 
399-350       03441     0555     16%     0.83       083        $136 
349-300       06719     0986     15%     0.81       179        $105 
299-250       09454     1142     13%     0.80       279        $130 
249-200       09768     0960     10%     0.82       343        $154 
199-150       06698     0539     08%     0.74       196        $245 
149-100       04337     0259     06%     0.63       125        $137 
under 100     01847     0080     04%     0.64       044        $195 
 
Analysis 
If you recognize the statistical table format above, you have been using the HTR2001 tester.  Most of the data 
columns speak for themselves, the “Longshots” are horses that paid $15+ and the “HighM” is the largest 
mutuel price hit for that category.  In a future update, the trainer rating will appear in the HTR2001 tester and 
you can verify these results or run tighter samples at a single track.   
 
Without question, the trainers at both the top and bottom ends of the scale live up to their reputations in grass 
routes.  It is actually surprising that the ROI is so healthy with the 400+ trainers and longshots can even be 
had.  Most trainers with ratings above 400 are the most popular (or despised) men and women at the track, but 
they will send out an overlay from time to time.  Those trainers with ratings under 200 perform poorly on 
grass and they win far less than their fair share of races.  The ROI indicates that betting anything but long 
odds horses with them is a risky gamble. 
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Kentucky Derby Post-Mortem 
Did Baffert Steal the Derby? – Or Was a Lone “F” Trip the Formula? 

 

Several articles I read in various publications after the Derby proclaimed how Bob Baffert and the Prince 
bought themselves a Derby.  The most popular analogy was George Steinbrenner buying the World Series 
with the Yankees using extravagant spending to acquire the best players.   
 
No doubt Bob Baffert is very clever - and who can argue with success - but my feeling is that he was pretty 
lucky in this race.  War Emblem was allowed a comfortable lead when none of the other horses chose to 
engage the front.  The tactic of pressured early speed has been suicide in the past at the Ky Derby, so who can 
blame the other trainers and jockeys for not wanting to go out quickly with the leader.  The late scratches of 
Dantheluegrassman and Buddha probably helped the cause by reducing some of the early pressure along with 
the field size.  Also, early speed type Medaglia de Oro had a bad start and a rough, crowded trip and was 
never able to threaten the winner.   
 
War Emblem was able to cruise a half-mile in 47 seconds and continue through a stress free 6f in about 1:12.  
That sealed the doom for the rest of the horses as he had plenty left in the tank for the final half-mile and was 
running strongly down the stretch.  War Emblem’s Illinois Derby victory was run in similar fashion.  We just 
haven’t learned yet how this horse can handle adverse circumstances or if he can fight off serious challenges. 
 
As a solid indicator that the pace was very pedestrian we can take a close look at the result chart for the 
Derby.  The 1-2-3 finishers were also 1-2-3 after the first half-mile.  The troubled Medaglia de Oro was the 
only horse in the race to noticeably improve his position from that point (from 9th to 4th) and not a single 
runner in the field was able to gain ground from the 6f pole forward, which is very unusual in the Derby.   
 
After looking over past Derby fields with the numbers, it was readily apparent that the 2002 group was 
lacking in depth.  There were few if any horses with obvious Grade I credentials.  Smart bettors that picked up 
on that fact could have made a strong case for War Emblem wiring the field at 20/1 – and congratulations to 
those of you that did.  That was a shrewd and astute selection!   
 
The Preakness at Pimlico is usually a formful and less volatile event.  The track is considered far more speed-
friendly with tight turns and a slightly shorter distance than at Churchill.  It would seem tailored made for a 
horse like War Emblem.  If Medaglia de Oro and Buddha show up in Baltimore, they had better engage the 
front-runner early or he may wax another easy victory.  The question for War Emblem is what will happen 
when he is forced to fight for the front – hopefully we’ll find that out on May 18.   
 
Finally there is Bob Baffert and D.Wayne Lukas finishing an astonishing 1-2 in the Derby with the exacta 
paying $1300.  Just when you think these two are losing their touch, they seem to crawl out of the woodwork 
when it is time for the Triple Crown and Breeders Cup.  And while both have done well in the Preakness in 
the past, they have struggled to win the Belmont and haven’t been able to capture the ultimate prize, the 
Triple Crown.  Maybe it is justice that a Triple Crown title takes more than a crafty trainer with a pretty good 
horse manipulated perfectly – it requires a tremendous racehorse that is the dominant member of his 
generation. 
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Late News 
 

7th Annual Seminar in July 
 

What:    Our 7th annual HTR Handicapping Seminar  
Where:  Stardust Hotel in Las Vegas 
When:    6pm Friday July 12, all day Saturday July 13 
 
Cost:  Free (no tricks – no solicitation – just serious handicapping info) 
Rooms at the Stardust are at a very reduced rate for HTR seminar attendees. 
 
Please don’t procrastinate too long on making plans.  Make your reservation at the Stardust 
soon by calling 1-800-634-6757 and give the agent the room code “HTR0702” to get the 
special HTR seminar rate.  Las Vegas Strip is very crowded in July, don’t wait too long and 
get shut out. 
 
Next Month – specific itinerary and topic list for the Seminar. 
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